For n= 2, 3, and 4, conditions are given for the real n by n D-stable matri ces. The 3 by 3 sufficient condition is easily checkable and reveals to be D-stable a class of matrices which is not included in any known, ge neral sufficient condition.
The concept of D-stability was originally introduced in the economic literature by Arrow and McManus [1] I with a stronger definition_ We shall adopt the definition of fairly common current usage_ Let M n (R) de note th e class of n by n matrices over the real field and denote by a (A) the
spectrum of A EM n (R) _ The matrix A EM n (R) is called (positive) stable if AEa (A) implies
Re (A) > 0_ We shall denote the multiplicative group of diagonal matrices with positive diagonal '
Several sufficient and some necessary conditions for D-stability are known; however, no general characterization is yet known _ In this note we present conditions on the D-stable matrices in Mn(R) when n=2, 3, and 4_ Only one of the known necessary conditions will be of interest to us here_ DEFINITION: AEMn(R) belongs to the class Po [2] if and only iffor each k=l, ___ , n all k by k principal minors of A are nonnegative_ If also, at least one principal minor of each order is positive, then AEP6_
The best necessary condition for D-stability seems to be THEOREM 0: [4, 5] 
The converse of theorem 0 is, in general, far from valid_ However, for n=2 we have 
El (A) E3 (A) E5(
A) 0 1 E2 (A) E4(A) 0 0 El (A) E3(A) 0 0 1 E2 (A) 0 ll(A)= 0 0 0 En(A)
PROOF: Since the conditions (i) and (ii) are preserved under multiplication from D3
, it suffices to show that they imply stability for which we shall use theorem 2. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply the positivity of the expression:
(2xyz-ac{3-ayb) + (x+y) (xy-aa) + (x+z) (xz-b{3) + (y+z) (yz-cy)
This is equivalent to the inequality Because of (i) we also have that Together these mean that the leading principal minors of the 3 by 3 matrix II (A) are positive which completes the proof. The conditions of theorerrt 3 are easily checked for a given matrix. Theoretically they are of interest in that they reveal to be D·stable a class of 3 by 3 matrices which are not known to be D-stable by any other present sufficient condition [4] . EXAMPLE: That the conditions of theorem 3 are not necessary for D·stability is shown, for instance,
Then A is D·stable since A + A * is positive definite [4] . However the inequality (ii) of theorem 3 is not satisfied since 12::1> 64.
We end with a characterization of 4 by 4 D·stability whi ch, unfortunately , is not numerically c heckable. 
The first of these condition s is subsumed in the assump· tion AEPt a nd th e seco nd is sub sumed in the third which is equivale nt to (ii). This comple tes the proof.
In co nsi derin g sufficie nt co nditions for or characte rizati ons of D·stability one of co urse wis hes co nditions whi c h are invari ant under multipli cati on from Dn. This is a virtue of th e ne w condition (ii) of th eorem 3. Whether or not the re a re si gnifi cant ge neralizations of theorem 3 is worthy of furth er study.
